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It's Your Lucky Day with the Libby App!

Skip the waitlist for new, in-demand titles through the Libby app from OverDrive! Libby now offers
select eBook and audiobook titles on a first-come, first-served basis. Browse the app?s ?Lucky Day?
section for available books. The selection will change as titles are returned and new books are added, so
check back often!
In addition to ?Lucky Day? titles, readers can browse the ?Always Available? list in Libby to find all
immediately available eBooks and audiobooks. Libby also offers current issues of popular magazines
like Newsweek and TV Guide.
If you?re new to Libby, you can download it from the app store,about
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card number and password, then start browsing! The Libby app is available for Apple and Android
devices. eBooks can also be read on Kindle devices. Read more
Posted by Aubrey D. on October 21, 2019
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Hey DJs: the Traktor Kontrol S2 Is Here!
Live DJing has come a long way since the days of keeping
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after another. The turntable revolution of the 1980s established DJs as performers in their own
right?songs on vinyl records became the raw materials sonic artists mixed, "scratched," and re-fashioned
into amazing new musical statements and creative experiences. Then came the next game-changer that
made individual records themselves optional: by using digital controllers?some of which emulate the
look and feel of a turntable and mixer setup?today's DJs are limited only by their imaginations and the
number of audio files on their computers. Read more
Posted by Jeannette L. on April 10, 2018
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Tech DIY: Painting with Light
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Dark summer nights are the perfect time to bust out the flashlights and your camera for some fun with
light painting!

What you'll need: Read moreabout Tech DIY: Painting with Light
Posted by Alejandria G. on July 26, 2017
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Radical Fun Project: More Stop Motion
Animation!
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Stop Motion is a magic filming technique that makes inanimate objects look like they are moving all by
themselves. All it takes is a simple iPad app and some playdough to make a Stop Motion masterpiece.
Kids at this month's Radical Fun program got creative with playdough and other materials in order to
make their own Stop motion animation videos. It's so simple you can even make your own stop motion
videos at home! If you've miss out on our previous Stop Motion blog post, click here for instructions on
how to create your own Stop Motion animation. Read more
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Tips for Finding Foreign Films using the
Library Catalog
I will admit it, creating a list of foreign films using the library's catalog can be a frustrating experience for
many patrons; however, it can be done and it is simpler than you might think. Here are some tips to
help you generate a list of foreign films in various languages. Read more
Posted by Keith C. on March 19, 2012
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